CLADDING & FACADE
REPLACEMENT
Non-Flammable Cladding

BUILDING

BUILDING

Cladding & Facade
Replacement
SRG Global’s Facade Refurbishment division provides a complete end-to-end solution for cladding and
façade rectification and replacement projects. SRG Global provide design, engineering, manufacture,
access, installation, and certification services ensuring the upgraded facades meet the highest standards,
removing and replacing faulty and damaged cladding.
Since the tragedy of London’s
Grenfell Tower fire, there is global
concern surrounding the safety
of cladding products, especially
aluminium composite panel (ACP)
with polyethylene (PE) core.
Comparisons have been drawn with
Melbourne’s Lacrosse Building and
the Torch Tower in Dubai, which
have further focused the world’s
attention on the fire safety of
high-rise buildings particularly if PE
cored ACP cladding has been used.

Compliance Obligations
It is of great concern to authorities,
insurers, owners, and occupants
that a vast number of buildings in
Australia and throughout the world,
have been identified as having
flammable external cladding which
severely compromises the buildings
fire safety and therefore requires
urgent rectification. Australian
authorities, both Federal and State
are legislating to require that
existing buildings are audited for
flammable cladding and if found it
must be rectified to comply with
current regulations.
Investigating, identifying, and
rectifying defective facades and
cladding, especially on high-rise
buildings poses many challenges
and risks, including assessing the
true extent of works, safe access
and methodology, ensuring the
protection and safety of occupants
and the public below or in the
vicinity of work zones, minimising
inconvenience all whilst undertaking
the works in a timely and efficient
manner. This is where the breadth of
expertise and services provided by
SRG Global is an advantage.

Cladding Replacement
SRG Global utilise compliant cladding
material for all building facades.
Critical elements of such projects
include logistics, engineering,
management, scaffolding,
hoarding, public protection, traffic
management, and hoisting, which
are all performed by SRG Global inhouse. We have extensive experience
in façade installations as well as
facade refurbishment projects.
SRG Global has a proud history of
delivering building facade installation
and refurbishment projects
throughout Australia.
We have worked on many large-scale
complex commercial and residential
projects throughout Australia’s major
CBD markets. We are well equipped
to undertake projects whatever the
location or difficulty. Our proven
track record and experience, as well
as our focus on safety, quality and the
environment ensures SRG Global are
the right people for the job.

Making the complex simple
SRG Global can offer a unique end
to end solution including design,
engineering, manufacture, access,
installation, certification, and project
management for your entire facade
rectification project.
Our building remediation specialists,
teamed with our access division and
facade installation experience ensure
no project is out of reach. Whether
heritage cottage or postmodern
skyscraper, concrete, brick or glass,
SRG Global will ensure your building
asset is not only compliant, but
restored to its former glory.

SRG Global is an ASX listed
engineering-led construction,
maintenance and mining services
group with extensive industry
experience in all facets required to
deliver the full package of facade
refurbishment works and be a
partner of choice.

What we do
Solve complex problems
End to end solutions
Detailed examination and reporting
Design, engineering and logistics
Replacement of faulty cladding
and facade components
Installation of new compliant
non-combustible cladding
Window repair and replacement
Concrete and render repair
Scaffolding and access
Compliance certification
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